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Variously defined by 
 the use of new digital tools
 a specific set of values
 practices of collaboration and 

sharing
 a view of the research workflow 

and related governance

Platform to debate what counts 
as science, scientific 
infrastructures and scientific 
governance, and how results 
should be credited and 
disseminated



Widespread agreement on three aspects:
 GLOBAL SCOPE: affects all stages of the 

research process, its implementation 
involves a wide set of governance 
structures 

 SYSTEMIC REACH: involves systemic 
shift in current practices of research, 
publishing and evaluation

 LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION: its
implications for any one research 
systems need to be considered with 
reference to its specific characteristics --
thus the mechanisms through which OS 
is implemented are likely to vary



Potential to improve 
 pathways to and quality of discoveries
 uptake of new technologies 
 collaborative efforts across disciplines, nations and 

expertises
 research evaluation, debate and transparency
 appropriate valuation of research components beyond 

papers and patents
 fight against fraud, low quality and duplication of efforts
 legitimacy of science and public trust 
 public understanding and participation



 Making data FAIR requires
 coordination and interoperability of data 

infrastructures
 making data mobile and useful as evidence across 

sites, contexts, uses
 making data infrastructures trustworthy and user-

oriented 
 ensuring the fairness of data handling and 

implications (FAIR data is not necessarily fair)

 Major challenges to realising that potential



Source: EU Working Group on 
Education and Skills under 
Open Science, 2017



(source: 
Leonelli et 
al 2017, 
Nature 
Plants)



 What openness means in practice
 Some common interpretations: “free of license”, “free of 

ownership”, “under CC-BY license”, “common good”, “good 
enough to share”, “unrestricted access or use”, “accessible 
without payment”  (Grubb & Easterbrook 2011; Levin, Leonelli et al 2016)

 How can it be implemented

 What is legal (how does openness apply to commercially or 
security sensitive research?)

 What is ethical (how to protect individuals & groups from harm?)

 What is recommended by whom (funders, learned societies, 
publishers, research institutions, governments..)



Tracking data journeys 
To understand how data move from sites of production to sites of 

dissemination and interpretation/use, and with which consequences

• Approach: philosophy, history and social studies of science

• Focus: 
1. Databases as windows on material/conceptual/institutional 

labor required to make data widely accessible and useable
• labels & software to classify, model, visualize, retrieve data
• management of infrastructure and communications 

2. Data re-use cases to investigate 
• conditions under which data can be interpreted
• implications for discovery & what counts as good research
• role of Open Science movement in knowledge generation



 Empirical sources:
 Archives, scientific literature
 Interviews and participant observation to document research 

practices and attitudes to data openness, curation, re-use
 Collaboration & direct involvement in data journeys

 Comparative analysis across research areas and countries: 
• Varieties of data types, research goals, methods and instruments
• Area-specific requirements, political economy and ethos
• Regulatory frameworks, research environments & infrastructure
• Data sharing and re-use across high- and low-income countries







Six phases involved in data 
journey from production to 
analysis:
[1] Preparing specimens
[2] Preparing and performing 

imaging
[3] Data storage and 

dissemination
[4] Coding for analysis
[5] Image filtering
[6] Image analysis
[6] Calibration and further 

analysis 







Source: 
Crop 
Ontology 
2017
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 Research data collections available online represent highly 
selected data types from a small proportion of available sources

 Selection based on convenience, tractability of the data and 
political-economic conditions of data sharing, rather than on 
epistemic choices

 Peer reviews structures unclear and often lacking

 Misalignment between IT solutions and research 
questions/needs/situations (e.g. problems with access to software)

 No sustainable plans for maintenance and updates of most data 
infrastructures 

 No sustainable plans for tracking and accessing related 
samples/materials



 Field-specific data curation is essential to big/open data 
re-use and interpretation, yet badly underestimated and not 
rewarded
 Do not throw the baby out with the bathwater: value of 

long-standing research traditions and reviewing methods
 Crucial to remain user-friendly and fulfil expectations of 

users
 Need case-by-case judgments on research quality and 

fruitful modes of data sharing
 Pluralism in methods and standards contributes 

robustness to data analysis, and reduces risk of losing 
system-specific knowledge



 Regular updates across nested infrastructures

 Business plan for long-term sustainability

 For OS, this means:
 Clear relation between international field-specific 

databases, international clouds, national clouds, 
institutional repositories 

 Make sure each node is resilient and system is not 
crippled by individual node failure (now all 
independently funded, typically in the short term)



 Particularly important since hard to guarantee 
data quality

 Criteria for what counts as good data – or even 
as data altogether – vary dramatically even 
within the same field

 Role of confidence assessments on data quality 
and reliability (again: field-specific curation is key)



Substantive disagreements over data management:

 Methods, terminologies, standards involved in 
data production and interpretation

 What counts as data in the first place (data as a 
relational category, Leonelli 2016)

 What counts as meta-data



 Re-use often linked to participation in developing
data infrastructures

 rarely the case for busy practitioners, considering 
also gap in skills

 Indiscriminate calls for open data can lead to 
serendipity in what data are circulated and when

Need explicit rationale around priority given to 
specific data types and sources (e.g. ‘omics’ in biology)



 Sharing of related materials via reliable stock 
centers and collections: rarely available & 
coordinated with databases

 E.g. model organism stock centres, biobanks





 Ethical, social and security concerns increase 
quality and re-usability of data/infrastructures
 Related skills are as central to data science as 

computational skills
 Data re-use requires well-informed, sustainable, 

inclusive, participative development of data 
infrastructures

 Open Data and Data Science training: Data science 
is not a branch of engineering, but rather requires input 
from all fields, esp. social science and humanities



 Effective, context-specific curation

 Sustainability and maintenance

 Built-in ethical safeguards, social relevance and 
resilience

 Robustness (plan B if specific standards/services 
fail)

 Criteria for data and meta-data inclusion and 
formatting

 Clear link to samples and specimen collections
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This talk discusses the conditions under which Open Science – and 
particularly Open Data - can be fostered by examining the history 
and current characteristics of existing practices of data management 
and re-use across biological and biomedical research projects. I lead 
an ERC project dedicated to the study of ‘data journeys’, that is the 
ways in which data are made to travel well beyond the sites in which 
they were originally produced. The study revealed several key 
challenges for Open Science implementation, which I will discuss in 
detail. I shall conclude that adequate, labour-intensive data curation 
is crucial to tackling these challenges in ways that are reliable and 
sustainable in the long term.



 Pluralism in methods and standards contributes 
robustness to data analysis, and reduces risk of losing 
system-specific knowledge

 Interoperability is preferable to integration
 Standards ad formats are key
 Yet reliance on overly rigid standards creates 

exclusions and obliterates system-specific knowledge
 Data linkage methods are best when it is possible to 

disaggregate
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